Section of Measurement in Medicine
The primary aim of numerical taxonomy is to provide classifications which are precise, repeatable and predictive. This quantitative basis of taxonomy was first applied to biological classifications and led to the realization that group making should follow certain established principles and not just happen. The logical and sequential steps involved, though in practice not always consciously separable, can be applied to all branches of knowledge. The steps are:
(1) Collection of data on the entities to be classified.
(2) Measurements, based upon chosen criteria, are made of the resemblance between entities.
(3) Entities which resemble one another closely are grouped together. (4) The groups are examined and properties which characterize them are abstracted and used for identification or differential diagnosis. This sequence must be followed; it is not possible to devise diagnostic characters before group formation: computers can and will increasingly be used to do most of the time-consuming and repetitive work involved.
In medicine numerical taxonomy can be applied in the construction of disease classifications and in differential diagnosis. It will be particularly helpful in the description and definition of diseases where the current classification is complex, confused and controversial. The technique is applied in bacteriology where improved classification will be of medical as well as of taxonomic importance. The technique might profitably be applied to the allied fields of virology and mycology. Access to computers and the application of numerical techniques in diagnosis has allowed studies, previously virtually impossible, to be made. In electrocardiography it is now possible to obtain, interpret and classify any number of ECG measurements using complex statistical classification techniques. There are problems to be encountered in a taxonomic analysis of data from patients with liver disease. The application is an example of applied taxonomy, seeking to classify data usually recorded in clinical practice in such a way that the resulting classification shall be the best obtainable for a specific purpose, namely that the categories so formed should be clinically meaningful.
The data for the analysis were derived from 700 patients representing some 50 diseases of the liver and consisted of over 300 characters relevant to these diseases which were recorded on each patient on their first admission to hospital. The characters (symptoms, signs and test results) from each patient were recorded on a pro forma in a conventional form with a minimum of distortion and coded in such a way that they could readily be checked for consistency and completeness by the computer. Since experience in the application of numerical taxonomic procedures to the classification of mixed medical data is limited, the efficiency of some of the available procedures was assessed on a pilot sample consisting of 50 patients, specially selected by the clinicians as being typical cases representative of six diseases of the liver (Table 1, A). A technique for automatic classification able to give a reasonable representation of the diagnostic groups in the pilot sample may suggest useful clusters among patients in the total sample with less well defined diseases and among those in whom a diagnosis has not been established.
The measure of resemblance used in this analysis was a simple nonmetric similarity coefficient which omits consideration of negative matches. The attributes (character states) for each patient were compared with those for every other patient; the comparisons produced a matrix of nonmetric similarity coefficients. A single linkage cluster analysis, which is a method which searches systematically through a matrix arranging the coefficients in a hierarchical system, was applied to the matrix to define groups of related patients based on the highest similarity coefficients (Fig 1) .
The results illustrate the problem of chaining, one of the principle disadvantages of single linkage cluster analysis, whereby a major group increases in size by the addition of single patients and of small groups of patients, who should rather have formed separate groups and fused at a lower level. Chaining occurred to a marked degree in this sample, resulting in the single large cluster and only the nuclei of other clusters. A chain-breaking procedure was introduced which reduced the content of the clusters at a similarity level of interest until only a small compact nucleus remained for each one; in this way the large cluster was reduced to a number of distinct nuclei. The chaining elements were then examined for reacceptance using an average linkage criterion (Fig 2) .
The classification of 30 of the 50 original patients was then clinically meaningful ( When a taxonomic analysis has a specific purpose, not only the choice of characters but the weight to be assigned to different attributes becomes important: the clinician makes great use of differential weighting in reaching a diagnosis, so it is the quality of the attributes rather than the quantity which is important. If a taxonomic analysis is to remain objective, it is desirable that any weighting system adopted should be suggested by the nature of the data themselves. In the weighting system used in this analysis, the importance of a given association was varied inversely according to the frequency with which the particular attribute was recorded. In this way it was hoped to facilitate the differentiation of clusters, the members of which were distinguished by agreement in a few specific attributes. This weighting system has the disadvantages that a rare but unimportant finding may be given unwarranted weight and that it is influenced by the incidence of the individual diseases in the sample. However, the effect of weighting the data in this way was to improve the definition of the clusters so that the classification of 39 patients could be considered acceptable ( to characters which are so inconsistent as to have a limited value. The effect of 'noise' was evident in the clusters isolated from the analysis of the weighted data in the pilot sample, since they had been defined over a narrow range of similarity, suggesting that there was much in common between all the patients which was inhibiting their separation into the constituent groups. This was further illustrated by clustering 50 patients selected at random from the 700, in which the resulting clusters were less well defined and by clustering 104 cases of cirrhosis of the liver of unknown 2etiology with a view to defining subsets; many of these patients were clustered into 4 groups, but many other patients remained unclustered.
It was possible subjectively to select by inspection the most relevant characters devoid of 'noise' from the clusters isolated; reclustering the pilot sample using only these characters enabled us to approach nearer to the definition of clinically meaningful groups (Table 1, E). It is more difficult to extend this process satisfactorily to the random sample or to the total sample which include less well-defined diseases and rare diseases. As the subjective element increases, the value of the taxonomic approach, which aims to be objective, repeatable and exact, is lost.
In a numerical taxonomic study an attempt is made to define the structure of a sample with many properties unknown, using new methods which have unresolved problems associated with them. It would seem at present that numerical taxonomic procedures in medicine may be regarded as a means for suggesting hypotheses, to be evaluated by further work on new observations.
